Many real-world machine learning tasks have very limited labeled data but a large amount of unlabeled data. To take advantage of the unlabeled data for enhancing learning performance, several semi-supervised learning techniques have been developed. In this paper, we propose a novel semi-supervised ensemble learning algorithm, termed Multi-Train, which generates a number of heterogeneous classifiers that use different classification models and/or different features. During the training process, each classifier is refined using unlabeled data, which are labeled by the majority prediction of the rest classifiers. We hypothesize that the use of different models and different input features can promote the diversity of the ensemble, thereby improving the performance compared to existing methods such as the co-training and tri-training algorithms. Experimental results on the UCI datasets clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of using heterogeneous ensembles in semi-supervised learning.
Introduction
In machine learning and data mining applications, many attempts have been made to enhance the perforamnce of classifiers [1, 2, 3] . Most existing algorithms use only labeled data to build the classifier and in many cases and the amount of labeled data is usually insufficient to train a robust classifier. However, it is more often than not that labeled data are expensive to obtain while unlabeled data can be easily made available. Out of this reason, semi-supervised learning (SSL), which is able to benefit from unlabeled samples together with labeled ones, has attracted increasing attention over the past decade.
Most existing SSL techniques distinguish themselves mainly in the way of labelling unlabeled data. These methods can largely be divided into three main categories, which are graph based algorithms [4, 5, 6, 7] , expectationmaximization (EM) methods [8, 9, 10, 11] and ensemble methods [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . Recently, deep learning techniques have been widely used in SSL [18] . However, the performance enhancement of these techniques is at the expense of a massive increase in computational complexity. In this work, we focus on using SSL with simple algorithms for applications where small to medium-sized data is involved.
Co-training [12] , which trains two classifiers on two different views then labels unlabeled data based on the prediction of one classifier to augment the training set of the other. In that work, two "views" are two sets of attributes which are sufficient and redundant. In other words, each view must be sufficient to train the classifier while the two views are conditionally independent. Dasgupta et al. [19] have shown that if these conditions are met, co-training could achieve better generalization by maximizing its base classifiers' agreement over unlabeled samples. In practice, however, these conditions are not easy to be satisfied. In order to address the above issue, Goldman and Zhou [13] attempted to use two different supervised learning algorithms to partition the example space into a set of equivalent classes. Unfortunately, their method entails a time-consuming cross-validation technique to label the unlabeled samples.
Zhou [16] extended the co-training method by proposing a tri-training algorithm. Instead of using two classifiers, tri-training uses three classifiers. Those three classifiers are initially constructed by bootstrap-sampling the labeled samples. At each training iteration, an unlabeled data is labeled for one classifier if the other two classifiers agree on the labelling, under certain conditions. The tri-training method is attractive as it has successfully lifted the requirement for two conditionally independent views in the original co-training method without undergoing the time-consuming cross-validation process proposed in [13] . One potential weakness of the tri-training algorithm is that, as the initial classifiers are trained by bootstrap-sampling the labeled data, the diversity among the three classifiers may not be guaranteed.
To benefit from the improved accuracy of ensemble learning [20, 21, 22, 23] , techniques that combine SSL with ensembles have recently attracted much interest. For example, Shao and Tian [24] proposed a selective SSL ensemble learning method based on the distance to the model. Xiao et al. [25] proposed an SSL ensemble for clustering applications.
In this paper, we propose a new semi-supervised ensemble learning algorithm, which is called Multi-Train. Compared to the existing work, Multi-Train does not require two views like co-training does, instead, it creates multiple views by either manipulating the features in different ways or using different types of learning models. The unlabeled data are predicted by a simple majority voting of the ensemble members, instead of complex measuring methods like DM, in a hope to efficiently improve the accuracy in predicting the labels of unlabeled samples with minimum overhead cost.
One main advantage of the tri-training algorithm [16] over co-training based semi-supervised learning is that tri-training does not require that the attributes used for classification be described by multiple independent views, thereby considerably extending the applicability of co-training based semi-supervised learning. However, as indicated in [16] , the success of the tri-training algorithm heavily depends on the diversity of the original ensemble classifier. In [16] , diversity of the classifiers is generated using Boosting, which generates diversity my manipulating the labeled data only.
The present work aims to enhance the performance of tri-training whilst maintaining its wide applicability. Compared with the tri-training algorithm, the proposed Multi-Train algorithm contains the following two main new contributions. First, Multi-Train employs heterogeneous ensembles to more effectively promote diversity of the classifiers. In Multi-Train, classifier diversity is gleaned by simultaneously manipulating data, manipulating input attributes, using various machine learning algorithms, and various models. Heterogeneous ensembles have proved to be more effective in achieving diversity [23, 26, 27] , which is also empirically confirmed by statistically better results than those of the tri-training algorithm on the 12 datasets used in this work. Second, the proposed method predicts a probability of a data having a particular label, which can then be used to select the most confidently predicted unlabeled data to be added to labeled data. By contrast, tri-training uses a simple majority voting rule; as a result, tri-training randomly selects a certain number of unlabeled data in the pool to be added to labeled data. Given these properties, the Multi-Train algorithm is able to be reliably applied to a wide range of classification problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work, which includes co-training and tri-training algorithms. Section 3 presents the proposed Multi-Train algorithm. Section 4 gives the experimental settings and empirical results on a set of UCI benchmark datasets. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.
Related Work
Let L denote the labeled dataset of a size of |L|, and U the unlabeled dataset of a size of |U |. As in many machine learning problems, |L| is typically small. The key issue is how to label some samples in U and use them for training the classifiers together with the labeled samples so that the ensemble can predict more accurately on unseen data.
Co-training
Co-training is a class of SSL algorithms, which tries to label unlabeled data by taking two independent feature sets as two "views" that are independent and sufficient for correct classification.
We denote the feature space X = X 1 × X 2 , each sample x = (x 1 , x 2 ), the distribution over X as D, two target functions f 1 ∈ C 1 and f 2 ∈ C 2 over X 1 and X 2 , respectively.
Sufficiency:
The instance distribution D is assumed to be compatible with the target function f = (f 1 , f 2 ) if for any x = (x 1 , x 2 ) with non-zero probability, f (x) = f 1 (x 1 ) = f 2 (x 2 ). The compatibility of f with D:
Independency: A pair of views (x 1 , x 2 ) satisfy view independency if: ← class prior probabilities 8: Class growth rate n c ← n × P r c , (c = 1, . . . , C)
for v ∈ {1, 2} do
12:
Predict U using h t−1 1
13:
S v ← ∅
14:
for c ∈ {1, . . . , C} do 15:
end for 18: end for 19: In the training process, two classifiers are initially trained with L, each classifier then label one sample in U based on its prediction, which labels are then used to retrain the other classifier. This process iteratively refines the classifiers by moving samples in U to L and then retrain the classifier. This process repeats for k iterations.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Tri-training
One main difficulty for co-training algorithm is that it requires two independent views, which can hardly be satisfied in most machine learning problems.
Furthermore, the estimation of the most confident samples in co-training is done by cross-validation, which is a time-consuming process. In order to overcome these difficulties, Zhou [16] proposed the tri-training algorithm. Instead of training each classifier using different feature sets in co-training, tri-training subsamples L to create different classifiers.
The idea of tri-training is to train three classifiers from L. Each classifier is then refined using the unlabeled data that other two classifiers agree on their predictions. Therefore, the estimation of confidence is no longer necessary. f lag ← T rue 6: for all h i ∈ H do 7:
for all h j ∈ {H \ {h i }} do 9: y j ← h j (x) 10: if y i = y j then 11: f lag ← F alse 12: end if 13: end for 14: if f lag = T rue then 15: count ← count + 1 16: if y i = y then 17: err ← err + 1 18: end if 19: end if 20: end for 21: end for 22: return err/count Three classifiers are initially trained by data bootstrap-sampled from L so that diverse ensemble members can be created. In each iteration, three classifiers are refined one by one, guided by the error E on the rest two classifiers. As the estimation of classification error on the unlabeled data is difficult, E is measured on labeled data only, based on the assumption that unlabeled data have the same distribution as the labeled ones. E is defined by the percentage of samples in L are simultaneously misclassified by the rest of the classifiers. The pseudocode for error estimation can be found in Algorithm 2.
The training of tri-training progress continues until the error E stops decreasing, which indicates that the maximum generalization has been achieved. With certain theoretically proved restrictions, agreed unlabeled samples are gradually added to the labeled data, which are used to refine the corresponding classifier 
e i ← 0.5 10: l i ← 0 11: end for 12: repeat 13: for i ∈ {1, . . . , 3} do 14:
if e i < e i then 18: for all x ∈ U do 19: for i ∈ {1, . . . , 3} do
35:
if update i = T rue then 36:
e i ← e i 38:
end if
40:
end for 41: until none of h i (i ∈ {1, . . . , 3}) changes 42: return h(x) ← arg max Once the training process is complete, the ensemble can be used to predict the unlabeled or unseen data with the label that two or more member classifiers agree on.
The detailed tri-training algorithm is listed in Algorithm 3.
Proposed Method
While tri-training can be considered as an extension of the co-training framework, this work aims to create even more "views" to enhance the performance of semi-supervised learning. To this end, we resort to different means to create diversity among the ensemble members. These may include the use of different classifier models or different feature manipulation methods, or a combination of both. For instance, there are many machine learning models as well as various supervised learning algorithms, which can be used to create different "views". It is worth mentioning that in order to create views as independent as possible, the models should be as different as possible. For example, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and linear support vector machines (LSVM) have both linear hyperplanes, thus, the "views" they create are less independent. By contrast, LDA and k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) are more likely to create different views, as kNN has discrete hyperplanes that are different from that in LDA.
Another way of creating different "views" is to apply various feature manipulation methods to create different features, either by selecting a subset of the original features, or by transforming the original features into a difference space using a dimension reduction method.
With the help of the artificially created multiple views, a large number of base classifiers could be generated. Consequently, some modifications must be made to the tri-training algorithm. First, as the number of base classifiers may be large, it is less likely that all the rest classifiers are able to agree on an unlabeled data. A solution to this issue is to introduce a voting mechanism to predict the label. Unlike in tri-training algorithm where a deterministic label is given, the proposed method predicts a probability of a data having a particular label. This probability can then be used to select the most confidently predicted unlabeled data to be added to L. This process is listed in Algorithm 4.
To label an unlabeled data, a parameter σ that defines the minimum confidence level of the ensemble is required. Only samples that have a confidence level greater than σ can be added to the pool in which data that can be selectively added to L. It is easy to understand that σ should be in the range of [0.5, 1], where σ = 0.5 represents a majority voting and σ = 1 denotes that all the rest classifiers must agree on the predicted label.
In addition, we also modify the sampling process for selecting unlabeled data in the pool to be added to L. As the tri-training algorithm has no confidence indication on the unlabeled samples, it randomly selects a certain number of unlabeled data in the pool to be added to L. The proposed algorithm, however, adds a certain number of data to L that have the highest confidence level. vote l ← 0, prob l ← 0 6: end for 7: for all h i ∈ H do 8:
for all c ∈ C do This will not add much computational complexity compared to the co-training algorithm, as the confidence level is calculated based on the confidence output from each base classifier rather than using cross-validation as in the co-training algorithm. Finally, the proposed algorithm requires the user to pair up the feature manipulation methods and the learning model, each pair representing a base classifier. The corresponding classifier is initially trained with the specified learning algorithm with features manipulated by the pre-specified feature manipulation method. Therefore, a pair of feature manipulation method and a model represents a "view" to the data.
The entire Multi-Train algorithm is presented in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5
The Multi-Train algorithm 1: L: The labeled samples set 2: U : The unlabeled samples set 3: σ: The voting confident
The feature manipulation and learning algorithm pairs 5: B(X): The bootstrap algorithm 6: S(X, n out , R): The subsampling algorithm with ranking vector R 7: E(X, h, . . . ): The simultaneous error measuring algorithm 8: N ← size(P) 9: for i ∈ {1, . . . , N } do 10: homoF lag i ← F alse 11: for j ∈ {i, . . . , N } do 12: if F i = F j and H i = H j then 13: homoF lag i = T rue 14: homoF lag j = T rue 15: end if 16: end for 17: end for 18: for i ∈ {1, . . . , N } do 19:
if homoF lag i = T rue then 21: 
if e i < e i then 30: for all x ∈ U do 31:
< label, conf idence >← predicted class label with confidence 32: 
if update i = T rue then 50:
51:
e i ← e i 52: 
Experimental Setup
In order to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the original tri-training algorithm, we conducted a set of experiments on the 12 datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository [28] . The properties of datasets are summarized in Table 1 .
For each dataset, we use 25% samples in the dataset as test data, and the rest 75% are for training. As we are testing the SSL algorithm, not all training data are used with labels, although all data are labeled. We artificially set 20% of the data as labeled and the rest 80% as unlabeled. For example, assuming we have a dataset containing 1000 instances, 250 instances are used as test data, 750 instances are used as training data, among which 150 out of 750 instances are considered as labeled and the rest 600 out of 750 instances are treated as unlabeled. The selection of training and test sets is randomized while preserving the original ratio of positive and negative classes in all sets. australian  14  690  2  bupa  6  345  2  colic  22  368  2  diabetes  8  768  2  german  20  1000  2  hypothyroid  29  3772  2  ionosphere  34  351  2  kr-vs-kp  36  3196  2  sick  29  3772  2  tic-tac-toe  9  958  2  vote  16  435  2  wdbc  30  568  2 The proposed algorithm is implemented on Java SE 8 (revision 1.8.0 45), using Weka [29] data mining library version 3.7.12 for base classification algorithms.
We use three methods to create different views from the same training data, namely, use of different learning models, use differently manipulated features, or a combination of the above.
For the different learning models, we use random tree [30] , Naive Bayes classifier [31] , J4.8 decision trees [32] and the kNN [33] with k = 5 as three different learning models.
The methods of manipulated features include all original features, subsets of features and transformed features. We simply use principal component analysis (PCA) for transforming the features and a variant of the competitive swarm optimizer (CSO) [34] , which has been shown to work well for large scale optimization to select optimized feature subsets.
We use the average error rates of n-fold cross validation (with n = 3) on labeled data as the fitness function of the CSO to reduce the risk of overfitting in selecting feature subsets. Other parameters in the CSO algorithms are set as follows. The population size is 30, the max number of iterations is 100, φ is 0.1. In the first iteration, particles are randomly initialized between [0, 1] and the threshold parameter λ is 0.5. The variance covered in PCA transformation is set to 0.95. Finally, σ in the Multi-Train algorithm is set to 0.5.
To make the comparisons as fair as possible, we apply feature manipulation prior to building the SSL base learners. In this way, we are able to directly compare the classification error rates of single classifiers, tri-training classifiers and the Multi-Train algorithm.
Each algorithm is run for 25 times independently, and the average results are presented and discussed in the following section.
Empirical Results
We break down the comparison into three parts. In the first part, we compare ensembles whose base learners use features generated using the same feature manipulation method, while in the second part, the classifier models are the same. The last part of the comparison compares Multi-Train ensembles using a combination of different features and different models.
Comparisons of ensembles with different classifier models
We employ three different feature manipulation methods in our tests. The first comparisons aim to demonstrate the benefits of using different classifier models. Therefore, we use a fixed feature manipulation method but different classifier models for comparisons.
In the tables, "MT" denotes Multi-Train and "TT" means tri-training algorithms respectively. If there are no prefixs, then these are supervised learning algorithms. "CSO", "PCA", and "NONE" indicate the feature manipulation methods, which are CSO-based feature selection, PCA-based feature transformation (dimension reduction), and the original features, respectively. In addition, "RT", "NB", "J48", and "kNN" denote the learning algorithms, which are random trees, Naive Bayes classifiers, J4.8 decision trees and the kNN algorithm, respectively. All results are shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
The first column in each table lists the result of Multi-Train containing four base learners, with each member being trained using features obtained from the same feature manipulation method, while different classifier models are adopted We used the Wilcoxon rank sum test to verify the significance of the improvement of the proposed algorithm, symbol '+' denotes the particular setup is significantly outperformed by Multi-Train, while '-' denotes the particular setup is significantly better than Multi-Train, and finally '=' denotes that there is no statistically significant difference between the results obtained by Multi-Train and the particular setup. Those results are also concluded as "win/lose/tie" at the bottom of each table.
Our results shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4 demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is statistically outperformed by only in four out of the 288 different settings, which is when the J48 decision tree is used as the learning model. By taking a closer look, we find that the J48 decision tree alone generalizes much better than other learning models on these particular datasets, while other models produce much large errors on the same datasets. It is thus understandable that other models can degrade the overall performance of the ensembles as they give significant more errors. Thus, the proposed algorithm performed worse than setups using J48 decision tree alone. However, as none of these classifier models constantly outperform others, we can still conclude that the proposed algorithm is very competitive with others. As the original co-training algorithm learns two classifier models from two different "views" of data, and the "views" are actually different sets of features, it might be of interest to examine the influence of different feature manipulation methods on the performance. Tables 5, 6 , 7, and 8 show the comparative results obtained by ensembles with different feature manipulation methods. The results show that using different feature manipulation methods can also help enhance the performance of the proposed method. The proposed algorithm is statistically outperformed by others only in six out of 288 compared settings.
Comparisons of ensembles using different feature manipulation methods
The results in this set of the comparison confirmed the conclusions drawn from the first set of the comparisons.
Comparison of heterogeneous ensembles
In the previous comparisons, we use different classifier models or different feature manipulation methods to create diversity among the base learners. The results show that the proposed Multi-Train algorithm has achieved statically better performance than the tri-training algorithm and non-SSL methods. We are interested in investigating whether a larger ensemble containing more base learners is able to further improve the generalization capability.
The last set of experiments to be made in this work is to compare ensembles generated using a combination of the settings used in the first two sets of empirical studies. As shown in Table 9 , eight settings are considered in this comparison, including MT-Hybrid, MT-CSO, MT-PCA, MT-NONE, MT-RT, MT-NB, MT-J48, and MT-kNN. The differences among the settings lie mainly in the base learners as well as the features the base learners use for creating diversity. MT-Hybrid creates diversity by using a combination of three different feature manipulation methods and four different classifier models, resulting in 12 different base learners. MT-CSO, MT-PCA, and MT-NONE have the same settings as those in Section 4.2.1, which create diversity by using four different classifier models. Therefore, the number of base learners is four. Finally, MT-RT, MT-NB, MT-J48, and MT-kNN are settings used in Section 4.2.2, which create diversity by using three different feature manipulation methods. The number of base learners is thus three. The results show that MT-Hybrid has the lowest average error rate. The statistical tests also confirm that MT-hybrid outperforms other methods, except for one setting using MT-CSO and MT-NONE, and two settings using MT-J48. These findings re-confirm that heterogeneous ensembles have better generalization ability.
Conclusion
We propose a new ensemble based semi-supervised learning algorithm in this paper, namely Multi-Train. By comparing it with the tri-training algo- rithm and non-SSL learning models, we show that the proposed Multi-Train ensemble models outperform the compared algorithms. The better performance can be attributed to the multiple views generated using different models as well as different feature manipulation methods in contrast to the original singleview data. Furthermore, by using ensemble method, the prediction accuracy on the unlabeled data is improved, which therefore is able to reduce the risk of incorrectly labelling the unlabeled data [5, 10] . Our results confirm that the heterogeneous ensembles, which consist of different types of based models and use different features have superior generalization performance. As shown in some scenarios, one base learner in the Multi-Train performs significantly better or worse than other base learners. It is therefore of interest to assign a larger weight to those good base learners while prune the poor ones, which can potentially further increase the generalization ability of Multi-Train.
